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47 Highpoint,
North Hill,
Highgate,
LONDON, N.6.

4 December 1950.
Mr •. Emmett L. Bennett Jr, '
JjOX 196'7,
Yale Station,
New Haven, Conn.
Dear ]jennett,
five been thinking some more about the points raised in your article
in the AJA, and I'd like to set down a few more miscellaneous comments.
1 hope you don it mind this deluge of paper, .bu tIt m not sa.ving up my ideas
for any future publioation, and it's probably simplest to pass them on
in discussion to you, when you can either use them or discard them in your
own more intensive work on the problem (- which 1 hope will continue, because lIm looking to you to ~ind the eventual answer 1). Well, here
.goes::B'RACTIONS AND FRACTIONAL UNITS

(i)

On second thoughts, it's probably best to ~egard +t as an ideogram,
1/l2Q th of the unit value, and n~t to tr,y and explain its shape as a
normal fraction.
~ ,on the other hand, I'd prefer to regard as t of
I'm not
quite sure for the reasnn for your suggesting 1/12 : is it the occurrence
of:f ~ 3, t 6 a.nd "# 1 , which might suggest the various amounts of rna terial necessary to make 1, 2 and 4 articles respectively ·? There may be
something in that, but wouldn't one expect ~ 9 to figure as well?

t:t.

(ii)

+
1 is in fact the oorrect order of the ternary splittings,
one might explain them in a way that hadn't occurred to me at the time of
. + ) ,and
las:~ letter: that is, that t can
regarded as twice + (+
T as twice T (+) •
If

t

l

m:r

(iii)

i

be

I spent a few hours wonderine if there was any chance of establishing,
within very broad limits, the actual p~sical values of the B measuring
units, especially in the 'weight; series.
The most useful way of studying various possibilities seems to be to
plot on a sheet of logarithmic graph-paper (at least 5 cycles required):

The values and ratios of contemporary and classical systems.
The values of Minoan and Myoenaean weights and ingots which have
actually been -found.
[llhe logari thThic sca.le has llie advantage that you can scale off on a
strip of paper the suggested nI~ system of ratios
30.4.8
960.1 , or
what have you, and slide them up and down over the graph to test alternative 'fits'.
The crucial question seems to be whether we assume that the ingots .
on the Knossos account ~which weigh on the average a little under ~ 1),
are of the same size as the most common Aegean ingot size ~a little under
30 kg, or 1 talent), or whether they are considerably lighter, so that the
'normal' ingots (and the Knossos gypsum octopus-weight of ~ 28.6 kg)
represent a multiple of ~ 1 , say 2, 4 or 6.
On the whole I think the first a.lternative is the best one to start
with. This gives us the following table:Equi1i"alent
Avoirdupois
Fractional unit
Metrical

=

..

1/30

4

i

28.5 kg
950

238
30

g
g
g

63
t bs
2.1 lbs
8.4 ozs
1.1 oz

1
2

~-

talent
minas
mina
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An interestin~ point is that. the little silver d~sks at Knossos,
marldd Hand
,and weighJ.ng t so 1 understand) 7 . 4 g and 3.7 g
respectively, fit into this binary system as 1/32 and 1/64 of tf: •
These ~mbols donit seem to fit into the system of true fractions, but
they couldn t very well have used ~ again for 1/32 .
All the extant examples of weights wonlt fit into any one system,
and evidently several different systems can reasonably be assumed .
1 enclose a sheet of the logl graph paper with a rough idea of my
way of arranging the data .

r-
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(iv)

A guess at the absolute values of the 'liquid' and tdryi measures is
much more precarious, but it seems reasonable to assume that the smallest
term 0
has something like the value of the Egyptian
hen (470 cc),
Greek
k 0 t Y 1 e
\280 cc), Biblical
log \540 ce) or 8yrian
k 0 t Y 1 e t350 cc) .
If we take a lowish value of 300 cc , the value of the unit measure,
96 J.imes 0 , equals 28 . 5 Ii tras, equj.val en t to the cubic oapac i ty of
1 ~I~of water (?) . Whether such a direct relationship is likely is hard
to saym, but it 1 s perhaps reasonable to assume that the values of the
system are somewhere between the following estimate and one twice as high:

, L I QUI D '

Fractional unit

Metric

, D' nY '

u.s.

71 . 2

~ o~
,;
~

T

28 . 5
1
7 . 12 1
1.19 1
300
cc

7. 5
1. 9
2. 5
0. 6

u.s.

Metric

gallons
gallons
pints
pint

1

7 . 12 1
1 . 19 1
300 cc

2 . 02 bushels
1 . 6 gals dr,y
2 . 1 pints dry
0 . 5 pint dry

If one assumes that J;; and C7 have the same value in both systems,
then the two symbols ~ and T must actually be identical, al th01Jgh different kinds of actual measuring vessels might be reasonable from this
size upwards.
Obviously these tables are very conjectural , but might help to give
a f'~rst rough idea. of the amounts of various commodities recorded on the
tablets . The only check I have made myself is to do some juggling with
the kitchen scales and figure that drinking vessels of thin silver (?)
of the types sho~n on Kn02 would probably weigh about 100 g for small
ones abo~t 8-10 em high , and about 200 g for large ones about 16-20
em high tin other words ,
about 6 3 and t 6 respectively with the
values suggested overleaf) . This would a~ee reasonably with the entries
on KnOl, if' the purpose of the lumps of ~ wa,s indeed to make 1 or 2
cups out of each.
tv)

The use of fractional units at HT compounded with qr , which you
mention, sounds like an interesting forerunner of the H use, but my
Carr.atelli is in the attic, and I haven't been able to check up whether
the actual ratios appear in any way analogous .
1 suppose that the Hieroglyphic signs ~
t
are similarly
forernnners of the A fractions , but I haven~:t looked into them ei there

r Ir t t

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LINEAR A AND LINEAR B.
(Vi)

L

I was rather alarmed by the ~igures you give in the AJA of only
10 2-1etter groups and 3 3-letter groups identical out of 500 A groups
and 2'700 B groups; and I sat down to oheck mathematically the probability that this number would be identical under various assumptions .
}'irst it was necessa.ry to assume some sort of breakdown into words
of different lengths; and. to estimate what proprtion of each length
would be left, after one had eliminated groups containing signs peculiar
to A and B, and therefore not comparable . Here I ' ve made a pot- shot
at the resulting figures , and not having the whole of both lists to
work from, they may be badly out .
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Estimate of si~-srouEs available for cornEarison.
Length
B
A
2-letter
400 x .85
165 x .85 • 140
1040 x .$l
3
245 x .72 t 176
1060 x .61
52
85 x .61 :
4
2-!
150 x .52
5
5 x .52 :
6
11 x .44
11 x .37
7
TOTAL:
(500)
(2700)
380t

.

··•
:

-

)0

340
750
660

78
5
4
1827

Flirst let's work out the probable number of correspondences between
these two samples of , the vocabulary , on a completely random basis. I oalculate this to be as follows:
2-1etter groups
3 •••••••••••••
4 •••••••••••••

18.5
11.0

probable correspondenoes

5 •••••••••••••
TOTAL:

negligible
30.1

.6

flihe surprlslng fact is that, if the figures are roughly correct
and the A and B samples are regarded as selections Gut of a single
homogeneous 'vocabulary· of finite size (whether nouns or proper names
or a stable mixture of the two), the actual. correspondences found are
less than half the number which one would expect even if the values of
the signs had been completely jumbled in the change-over from one syllabar.y to the other. ~his result is so odd as toAalmost contrary to
nature !
~
(vii) If one assumes a finite vocabulary, the number of cO,r respondences
to be expected is quite large:Size of" common vocabu lag"
_P....r_o_b_a_b~l~e~n.;;...u_m_b_e_r_o_f_c_o_r_r_e_s.,;;..p_o_n_d_e_n_c_e_s
2,500 •••••••••••••••••••• 297
5,000
148

-, ,5 00 -

---

~

---

-.-

~9 -

74

10,000

What the size of this statistical t'common vocabulary" is as between
Knossos and Pj.:los .1. don I t know, but it IS a. sum one could quickly ao
from data which you probably already possess, by the formula:Total vocabulary
for example:

(p)

750

=
x

450

Pylos ramge
x
Knossos range
Number common to both
(K) 1200
2000

=

Now I still resist the solutions of assuming a radical change in
phonetic values between even the A and D signs outwardly identioal,
or a radical change in language (the effects of which might in any case
be less formidable than expected if we assumed that a proportion of
the sign-groups are place-names, or refer to minor officials and artisans of a menial and presumably fairly constant population). So we've
got to find ways of mitigating the conclusions from your figures ( you
might say, of cooking them !) :(Viii) The number of ITT sign-groups which are distinct, complete and free
of A-peculiar signs doesn't seem to me, on going through my lists, to
exceed about 205; and I suggest that your tl figures also ought perhaps
to be reduoed in the same proportion to yield a fair cmmparison.
rrhis would bring the total correspondences likely on a random chance
down to 10.6 sign-groups. So we're slightly better than 'random' now,
and no longer contrary to nature.
'fhe correspondences for finite common vocabularies would come dovm
to:Size of "common vocabulary;"
Probable number of correspondences
2,500 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
110
60
5,000
55
32
7,500
37
23
10,000
~8
19
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Comparing the length-~requen.cy of" HT sign-groups with the frequencies
that seem to res1.l1t from a count of jj sign-groups \admittedly liable to
considerable error) we find the following percentage distribution:
2-1etter groups ••••••

3
4
5

A
33
49

B
16 %
38
39

%

17

6

1

1.

6

'2

t

7
Average word-length:

3.36

2.86

If we assume that A and B represent parts of a strictly equivalent
"vocabulary", the A sign-groups must be abbreviated by an average of
t a sign per word , on something like the following scheme:
Words 2 actual

Shortened

2-1etter ••••••• 16 %
38
3
4
39
6
5
.l..
6
2

·............

··............
............
·............
7 ·............

J,.
2

0

Words ! written

Left

%

16
21
11

17
28

6

%

17
1

0
0
0

t

.l..
2

%

33

49
0
0

'l1his is not necessarily a fact, but if it was so it would have the
effect of reducing the probable number of apparen~ correspondences result~ng from a finite vocabulary to something little more than
the normal. li1he resulting figures are entered in red in the table
overleaf.
There is still a recalcitrant discrepan¥,Y of about 5of, however,
wh~ch seems to make the further assumption necessary that the HT and
Knossos/Pylos vocabularies ~re in some significant way not comparable,
that they deal, to a constde2£ble extent, with different categories wi~h places or gods instead of people, or with words expressed with
consis t ently different case-endings. Which is another way of saying,
in the end, that I agree with you that the facts are odd and still
need explanamtion.

t

INFLEC'l'ION IN THE PYLOS INSC.RIPTIONS.

(x)

Remembering your remarks at lunch the other d~, I was very interested te-eon!-irm for my own sa1:;isfaction the apparent inflections occurQ
ring in the Pylos taolets pUblished in your AJA article.
They look like a hopeful source of additions to what 1 call the
'GRID', that is to say, a table of signs arranged in columns down
and across acco~ng to the evidence for shared vowels and shared
consonants reppectively.
'..
In its very rough state, my grid ha,s 3 sJ'~arate pages:
1)
2)

3)

1)
2)

3)

Cases where varying infleotions, applied to more than one form of
the same ; root i , apparently cause a. vowelQcha,nge in the syllable
immediately preceding.
Cases where different inflections do not change the prededing
syllable · in pairs of words.
--Cases of inflectlons apparently falling within the same series,
bu t for which the evidence fOor more than one form of root isn~ t
available.
The columns are subdivided under:
Sign-group used as eVidence.
Reference.
Form of the syllable preceding each apparent inflexion, including

-1\ , - z?l

> -

C ,- §

,- § Z

,- § It

I

-

2 ~ - 2Z

I

-

IJI!s

I

-

~

,-

t¥ , -~

I

-

f+ ~ - (

~

There are proba,bly others worth in.cluding which I haven t struck
myself. N~ reason for ignoring -~ 1'11 explain below.
I

1 imagine that you agree that the foll owing items out of Kn02 etc
ra te inc Ius ion in the grid tin t·ac t, 1 think it was one of them which
you pointed out to me):

<

- it

-5I

G

Sign-group

.t(eference

D
NIL

,

C3a "t.J G

iiiZ

~f+z

I

e~2
ffi '~

'f~~'l'z
~~~A

,m

U

~A§

'If\f-~~

:T

C

T'"

~lf' I~

I

-AZ-

Kn02.9
Kn02 .8
Passim
Passim
Jn03.1
I Jn03.16
Kn02 rev 41 Kn02 . 1
Kn_~2. 5

Kn02 . 4
Kn02 · 2

'Vt!§ ~ ':.

-OM
'oblique t

I

Kn02 . 4

'I'f§

I

'oblique'?

D

I

-IX

I

J

- AK

-AK-

-EF-

I

-

-EF-

J

J

-ES

~

I

I

E

-lW-

-IW-

-IF-

I

I

A Y 0 ::' D

~'f")~1

-AZ

-AV
'nominative i
here ?

'nominative i

I

I

I

-

-ES-IW-AV-

Taking into accoun t other grid possibilities gleaned from other published inscriptions, it does seem to me that a definite pattern of vowel
change as foreseen by Dr Kober, emerges . '.flhe following endings appear
to favour this change:-

-z

-~

The f ollowing apparently do not:-

{I haven't enough evidence
-& -A ,-C I-~
to go on).
Vlliere the a~p arent 'nominative' case is not changed in the last syllable before -9 or - '( , I suppose we m~st assume that it already contains a final vowel, one compatible with the oblique case leg:
muku
/ . muku-z
mu k i
/
mu k i - z
or
as opposed to:
mu k
/ mu k
i z
or
mu k e /
mu k i - z
to invent some completely imaginary examples) .
That the characteristic vowel of tnms 'oblique' case is
- i.is of course nothing more than a prejudiced guess .
'llnere also seems to be an oblique case similar to -( but wi th no
additional syllable, of which"f¥
,t~§JA. {Kn02 rev.),~~rr-~@](Kn02 . 4)
and ~~
appear to be examples .

for

(xi)

\WS

The apparent inflections in Kn02 do enable some sort of dim pattern
of synlr¢Jx to emerge, and at the risk of merely missing rather widely what
you ive already scored a bullseye on, here'S , hat at looks like to me :
( ,bat
badly need is some sort of conventions for a diagrammatic
translation - something halfway towards the f inal meaning, in which,when
you say "house" , you are understood to mean: '''house'', or some other
word in an analogous position in the syntax, probably a noun' .
Rather the same sort of thing has been made use of by Pallottino to
explain the construction of Etruscan religious inscriptions, _ disclaiming
certai nty on what the individual actions and objects actually mean.)

we

K n 0 2

111+

Tgno in t- t ~ e i n troduc tory
1
The-workshop
of-tfA"
2
and-the-this and-that
The foreman:
3
1 silver bowl
•••••••••••••••••••••••
4
The-workshop
and-of-"E"
and-of-"Ftl
5
and-the-this
rr he something (or an in troduc tory partic Ie
" D"
woman) •
t'E": I si l ver bowl.
ffF": 1 silver bowl (1 woman) .
"G u
ep.thet (not plnr?1 of 1~ ?
1 silver cup tl man .
The-workshop
o f_tt H" r'1la ted som ~ ho , to IIF"?
and-the-this
and-that'.
9
"H."
1 si 1ver bowl . (.1 man)
"I" : 1 silver bowl (1 woman) .
10 "J"
(ttH" drinished it ): 1 silver bowl.

I

-6~
everse
The-workshop ,
of_rtKtt
and-the-this and-that.
The-foreman
"Lit: I si I ver cup (1 woman).
"M": 1 silver bowl (1 woman); "N":
1 silver bowl t 1 woman).
"ort, 1 silver cu •
Ifp": 1 silver cu •
fuere the name (? following
fO doesn't recur in the paragraph
the first item is ref·erred to 1 ~ ,which must be significant. Where
the names do partly recur, the last entries, which are new names, tend
to have annotations.

I
2
3
4

(xii) The occurrences of -~ seem to be grouped in . series at the begimnings
of tablets, and to attach themselves behind inflexional endings without
apparently aft' ecting their case-functions.
In Kn02 lines 4-5 , 3 'names', which form the main itemised entries,
are repeated in the introduction in parallel 'oblique I forms, of which
the second and third, but not the first, are followed by
-(D •
I may be deceived by appearances, but I ~in~ it hard to avoid the
conclusion that
-© must represent an enclitic . "and".
~he Btruscan enclitic conjunctions are
- c
and
- m ,and I
ratner fancy the second (Cypriot syllabary
m 0 1), especially since
it's the one represented on the Lemnos inscription (in
mar a z m ),
where it follows
genitives in what is conceivably an analogous construct10n to that on Kn02.4-5:
a viz
s i a 1 X viz
m a r .~ - m ••• ,
cf:lHEGES i z
EFIHOHID i a - m
IVIW i a z - m

*

Gping to the IE languages, there's the Lydian
k and the rich
series of Hittite enclitics such as
- ma
etc. Lycian, oddly enough,
doesnit seem to have any enclitic contiunctions.
Following the tlboth-and" formula common to Greek , Latin, Russian etc,
~truscan is addicted to polysyndeton (
han Q e - c
ree I' i n e - 0 ,
"backwards and forwards ??";
s i - c ~ e u - c "gseat and good" ) ,
as well as tolerating asyndeton freely (a fluctuation in usage between
~n08SOS and Pylos is a possibili~) .
On that analogy, there's always the uncertainty whether the firs~
in a run of 0 isis an "and" or a part of the stem, as :possibly in
Ul X'1- 0
. There are a number of Etrusoan words in - urn, such as
h e tum,
1 e i t rum ,
m eel u m ,
seQ u r n ,
pur a tum
which are mostly abstract nouns referring to verbal
actions, or nouns applied to the places in which they occur (but 1
wouldn't expect more than a very occasional proper name ending in - m ).
'rhe same uncertainty obtains with reGard to
rom
in the Lemnos
inscription.

1

1,\

\xiii)
Your explanaMtion of the signs
and
in Kn02 is probably the
right one. il1he only question which puzzles me is why some of the 1 terns
refer to cups alone , some to cups and figurines, but none to figurines
alone. One possibility is that each craftsman was g iven a x:bation of
metal for the day, and that if he had any over it would be made into
figurines . I 'm not enough versed in the technics to judge whether that
makes sense.
Vlhen silver and gold cups were sent to ~~gy:pt as tribute, people went
with them to carry them in procession, but that doesn't seem to have any
bearing on Kn02 since ~i) it deals with fairly domestic details, apparently;
t1i) there1s no eVidenqe that women took part; (iii) it shouldnTt have
needed 2 wome~ to carry the cup in line 3.
The latter entry also knocks on the heQ,d the sug ~: estion that the
"man" and IfwomanH signs refer to segregated palace canteens for which
the vessels are intenaad, or to their appropriate sizes. 'lhe only other
possibility is that the figures are engraved on the vessels themselves.

11- .

\xiv) Finally, a guess at the meaning of
It occurs, apparent~
to describe a class of horse, at Knossos ; in KnOl to qualify the epithet \?)
<f l}J2\=
("apprentice", connected wi th <f?1f and <ffTl ??) , and on the reverse
of Kn02 tin a compound word ?) to annotate the continuation. It looks
rather like an adjective suggesting order in time, such as "new' or
"second" • " NeW' in Etr.\lscan isn It knovm; t'second ff is
z e I u ,
which might conceiva hly fit , but 1 don't set
store by it.

an,

Knowing as you do the whole range of the
suggestions may be evident bunkum.

ins~riptions,

some of these

